
General Privacy Policy 
By using my website, you consent to the collection, processing and use of data in accordance 
with the following description.

My website can be visited without registration. Data is stored on the server for statistical purposes 
without this data being directly related to your person. Personal data, in particular name, address 
or e-mail address, are thus collected as far as possible on a voluntary basis.


The data will not be passed on to third parties without your consent.


Websites use cookies. These are small text files that make it possible to store specific user-related 
information on the user's terminal device.

Cookies remain stored beyond the end of a browser session and can be called up again when you 
visit the site again. If you do not want this, you should set your Internet browser so that it refuses 
to accept cookies.


This website uses Google Analytics, a web analysis service provided by Google Inc. "("Google"). 
Google Analytics uses "cookies", which are text files placed on your computer, to help the 
website analyze how users use the site. The information generated by the cookie about your use 
of this website will generally be transmitted to and stored by Google on servers in the United 
States. However, by enabling IP anonymization (asynchronous tracking code: gaq. push(* gat. 
anonymizelp *):) on this website, Google will previously truncate your IP address within Member 
States of the European Union Treaty or other EEA treaties. Only in exceptional cases is the IP 
address transmitted to a Google server in the USA and shortened there. On behalf of the operator 
of this website, Google will use this information for the purpose of evaluating your use of the 
website, compiling reports on website activity and providing other services to website operators 
in connection with website activity. The IP address transmitted by your browser as part of Google 
Analytics is not combined with other data from Google. You may refuse the use of cookies by 
selecting the appropriate settings on your browser, however please note that if you do this you 
may not be able to use the full functionality of this website. You can also prevent the collection by 
Google of data generated by the cookie and relating to your use of the website (including your IP 
address) and the processing of this data by Google by clicking on the following link: https://tools. 
google. com/dipage/gaoptout?hl=en download and install the available Browner plugin. General 
information on Google Analytics and data protection can be found at http://www. google. com/
intl/ de/analyttics/pricacyoverview. html.

By using this website, you consent to the processing of data about you by Google in the manner 
and for the purposes set out above.


Source: Model data protection declaration of anwalt. de


Data protection 

When you use the www. pic-sew. com website, we collect various personal data. Here we inform 
you about the processing of these data by the pic-sew. com about their purposes and means we 
decide as responsible persons.


Name and contact details of the responsible person 

The responsible body for the processing of your personal data is the 


Pic-Sew.com


represented by Carina Breer 

Scholtenenk 49

7101SJ Winterwijk 

Netherlands


E-mail: costumewonderland@googlemail.com 

Phone: +49 170 49 87 672


http://Pic-Sew.com


Company data protection officer 

The company data protection officer of Pic-Sew.com can be reached at the above address or at 
the e-mail address costumewonderland@googlemail.com.


Personal data 

Personal data is any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person who is 
designated as the data subject. A natural person shall be regarded as identifiable if he can be 
identified directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identifier such as a name, an 
identification number, location data, online identifier or one or more specific characteristics 
expressing the physical, physiological, genetic, mental, economic, cultural or social identity of that 
natural person. Personal data are in this respect for example your name, your e-mail address and 
your telephone number.


Collection of personal data when you visit our website 

If you only use the website for information purposes, i. e. if you do not register or otherwise 
provide us with information, we only collect the data that your browser transmits to our server. If 
you would like to view our website, this is the following data that is technically required for us to 
display our website to you and to ensure stability and security. The legal basis for the survey is 
Art. 6 para. 1 subpara. 1 lit. f) DSGVO:

- IP address

- Date and time of the request

- Time zone difference to Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) - Contents of the request (concrete page)

- Access status/HTTP status code

- amount of data transferred in each case

- Website from which the request originates

- browser

- Operating system and its interface

Language and version of the browser software


Collection of your personal data 

In addition to the purely informational use of our website, we offer various services that you can 
use if you are interested. To do this, you must generally provide personal data and non-personal 
data that we use to provide the relevant service and to which the aforementioned data processing 
principles apply.

The online offer of pic-sew. de includes various services, such as free of charge to find the right 
costume, to request and arrange appointments or as a customer to borrow a costume for a fee 
etc. . In addition, pic-sew. de offers services such as newsletters, photo works and accessories. 
So that you can take advantage of the services offered on www. pic-sew. de, pic-sew. de 
processes personal and non-personal data.

To some extent, we use external service providers to process your data. These have been 
carefully selected and commissioned by us, are bound to our instructions by contract processing 
agreements and are checked regularly. Insofar as our service providers or partners are domiciled 
in a country outside the European Economic Area (EEA), the following shall apply

we will inform you about the consequences of this circumstance in the description of the offer.


Protection of your personal data 

Your personal data will only be transmitted encrypted by pic-sew. de. We use the coding system 
SSL (Secure Socket Layer). You can recognize this by the lock symbol or similar security symbol 
in the address bar of your browser. The Internet address also begins with "https://" instead of 
"http://". Third parties cannot read the data you transmit to us. In addition pic-sew. de takes care 



to protect its web pages and other systems by technical and organizational measures best 
possible against unauthorized access, change or spreading of data by unauthorized persons.


Your rights as a data subject Revocation of your consent 

As a person concerned you have the right according to art. 7 para. 3 DSGVO to revoke your 
consent once given to pic-sew. de at any time. As a result, we may no longer process your 
personal data. After revocation of consent, processing that was lawful in the past remains lawful.


dissension 

If your personal data are processed on the basis of legitimate interests pursuant to Art. 6 para. 1 
subpara. 1 f) DSGVO, you have the right to object to the processing of your personal data 
pursuant to Art. 21 DSGVO if there are reasons for doing so which result from your particular 
situation. This is the case, if the processing is not necessary in particular for the fulfilment of a 
contract with you, which is represented by us in each case with the following description of the 
functions. In the event of such an objection, we ask you to explain the reasons why we should not 
process your personal data as we have done. In the event of your justified objection, we will 
examine the facts and either discontinue or adapt the data processing or point out our compelling 
reasons worthy of protection on the basis of which we will continue the processing.


You can file your objection by mail to the above address of pic-sew. de or by a simple e-mail. Of 
course, you can also object to the processing of your personal data for advertising and data 
analysis purposes at any time. In addition we point out to you with the use, how you can 
contradict. You can inform us of your objection in writing in the following ways:


By e-mail to: costumewonderland@googlemail.com 

By mail:

Carina Breer

Scholtenenk 49

7101SJ Winterwijk Netherlands


Disclaimer: Despite careful content control, we assume no liability for the content of external 
links. The operators of the linked pages are solely responsible for their content.


Disclaimer of liability: 

1. links

This must be pointed out in the light of case-law to be observed,

that by attaching a link the contents or the linked pages are not

is also responsible, if applicable. This can only be prevented by a

explicit dissociation from these contents. For all of you on our

Internet presentation therefore applies: We refer to the following links

that we have no influence whatsoever on the design and content of the linked pages. contents of 
the linked pages. Hereby we dissociate ourselves

of all contents of all linked pages on our website.

Internet presentations and do not adopt their contents as our own. This

declaration is valid for all links on our internet presentation.

Left. All links are provided with permission or at the own request of the operators.

of these linked sides were attached.


2. content of the online offer:

The author does not take over any guarantee for the

accuracy, completeness or quality of the information provided.

Information. Liability claims against the author, which are based on damages or

of a material or immaterial nature, which can be accessed through the use of this website or the 
the non-use of the information provided or by the use of any information

of incorrect and incomplete information, are not the responsibility of their




excluded as a matter of principle, unless the author can prove that he has not

intentional or grossly negligent fault. All offers

are subject to change and non-binding. The author expressly reserves the right to

parts of the pages or the complete offer without separate announcement.

to change, to supplement, to delete or to temporarily change the publication.

or to be definitively discontinued.


3. references and links:

In the case of direct or indirect references to external

websites ("hyperlinks"), which are outside the area of responsibility of the author.

author, a liability obligation would only arise in the case of a

the author has knowledge of the contents and is not responsible for any contents linked or 
referred to from his pages.

technically possible and reasonable, the use in case of illegal contents would be forbidden.

to prevent content. The author hereby expressly declares that the contents of this website are

no illegal content on the linked sites at the time the links were created.

pages were recognizable. The current and future design, the

the contents or the authorship of the linked/connected pages has the

Author no influence. Therefore he dissociates himself hereby expressly

of all contents of all linked/connected sides, which are not under the control of the

Links have been changed. This statement applies to all persons within the

links and references to our own Internet offer. For illegal,

contents and in particular for damages, which are caused by the use or non-use of any 
information from the use or non-use of such information provided

the provider of the page to which reference is made is solely liable,

 not the one, who merely links to the respective publication, or who refers to.


4. copyright and trademark law:

The author strives to be the best in the world

The author is not responsible for any contents linked or referred to from his pages - unless he has 
full knowledge of illegal contents and would be able to prevent the visitors of his site fromviewing 
those pages,

video sequences and texts, graphics created by himself,

to use sound documents, video sequences and texts or to use them for royalty-free purposes 
graphics, sound documents, video sequences and texts. all

within the Internet offer and possibly protected by third parties.

Brand names and trademarks are subject without restriction to the provisions of the

the respectively valid trademark law and the ownership rights of the respective

registered owner. The mere fact that it is mentioned does not make the

to conclude that trademarks are not protected by third party rights

are!


5. data protection:

If the opportunity for the input of personal or business data

Entry of personal or business data (e-mail addresses, names,

addresses), then the disclosure of this data takes place on the part of the

user on an expressly voluntary basis. The utilization and

Payment of all offered services is permitted - if and so far technically possible and reasonable - 
without specification of any personal data or under specification of anonymized data or an alias. 
reasonable - even without providing such data or by providing anonymous information.

data or a pseudonym. Use of the data collected within the framework of the

Imprint or comparable information published contact data such as

Postal addresses, telephone and fax numbers and e-mail addresses of third parties

not expressly requested information is not permitted without the author's agreement.

permitted. Legal action against the consignors of so-called

Spam mails in violation of this prohibition are expressly reserved.




6. copyright:

All rights reserved. Texts, photos and illustrations of these

website are subject to copyright and are protected - even in part - only by copyright. permission 
to use.


7. legal validity of this disclaimer:

This disclaimer

is to be regarded as part of the internet offer, from which you can access this website.

page was referred to. If sections or individual terms of this statement are not legal or correct, the 
content or validity of the other parts remain uninfluenced by this fact.

the text of the current legal situation does not, no longer or not completely

the remaining parts of the document remain in their original form.

content and its validity.



